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Exercise in Electronic and Control 

Engineering Ⅱ 

Toshimitsu TOBITA 
Email: tobita@ss.ibaraki-ct.ac.jp 
Makoto KIKUCHI 
Email:mkikuchi@ss.ibaraki-ct.ac.jp 

 
Basic Information 
 

Course Regular Course Compulsory / Elective Elective 
Grade 5th Number of Credits 1 
Semester 2nd Semester Credit Type Normal 
Class Type Technical Subject 

 
Course Objectives 
 
To lecture on a basis of a control engineering and maneuver. (Kikuchi) 
To lecture on a basis of computer science and maneuver. (Tobita) 
Through maneuvering about a basis of a control engineering I deepen my understanding. (Kikuchi) 
You can understand basic knowledge necessary to computer science and solve an easy problem through a 
practice. (Tobita) 
 
Topic Outline / Schedule 
 

Week Topic Outline 
1 Computer scientific basis (Tobita) An error and shift calculation understand the basic 

contents (Tobita). 
2 Computer system (Tobita) Processing wrap, it's understood about a pupil and 

addressing. (Tobita) 
3 System development and 

practical use (Tobita) 
It's understood about requirement analysis/analysis and 
a test method (Tobita). 

4 Computer hardware (Tobita) It's understood about hardware of a computer including a 
network (Tobita). 

5 Computer software (Tobita) It's understood about basic algorithm (Tobita). 
6 Information-orientedness 

technology (Tobita) 
Tobita who understands about hardware of a computer 
including a network (Tobita). 

7 General review in the first half 
part 

The contents until the 1st week-6th week, general, it's 
reviewed (Tobita). 

8 Laplace transform (Kikuchi) Laplace transform is understood (Kikuchi). 

9 Practice of a differential equation 
(Kikuchi) 

How to untie a differential equation is understood 
(Kikuchi). 

10 Expression by a block diagram 
(Kikuchi) 

A block diagram is understood (Kikuchi). 

11 Mathematical model (Kikuchi) Mathematical model's making is understood (Kikuchi). 
12 The transfer function (Kikuchi) The transfer function is understood (Kikuchi). 
13 Calculation practice of the 

transfer function (Kikuchi) 
The transfer function can be calculated (Kikuchi). 

14 Time response (Kikuchi) A time response can be calculated (Kikuchi). 
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15 Final Exam  
16 Final Exam Review  

  
 
Textbooks and Other Readings 
 
There is no required textbook for this course. 
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Relevant Online Resources 
 
 
Grading Policy 
 
Grading will be based assignment. To get credit, you need to get 60 or more points in total. 
l. 
 
 
Course Description 
 
The class useful at an actual software making site is performed. Software, like a machine and an electric 
light, please understand necessity of making something equivalent to a plan including a project control and 
a test technique. 
Preparation isn't necessary in particular, but please solve the practice problems which are indicated by the 
print distributed during class tightly and review the class. 


